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Abstract
As we move towards a future of connected and autonomous
vehicles, high-speed and low-latency connectivity between
vehicles is becoming increasingly important. This paper in-
vestigates enabling high data rate mmWave links in vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V) scenarios using street view images. We find
that mmWave V2V links in urban settings suffer from fre-
quent and prolonged blockages, resulting in unreliable con-
nection and high beamforming overhead. Our work proposes
mmSV, a system that creates 3D reflection profiles from street
view images to assist vehicles in finding mmWave reflections
from the environment in real-time. mmSV consists of two
key components: material identification which identifies ma-
terials from street view images to determine their reflectivity
and create 3D reflection map, and environment-driven ray-
tracing and beamsearching which finds a high-SNR beam
using predicted 3D material maps. Our extensive experimen-
tal results on the mmWave testbed show that mmSV can
provide highly reliable V2V mmWave connectivity with low
beamforming overhead.
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1 Introduction
The number of connected and autonomous vehicles is ex-
pected to surpass 300 million by 2035 [6] in the United States
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with over 5 million fully autonomous vehicles [5]. These
vehicles are expected to be equipped with a range of sensors
including RGB and infrared cameras, LiDARs, automotive
radars, ultrasonic sensors, GPS, IMUs, and more. A limita-
tion in using these sensing modalities is that they have a
limited sensing range with largely line-of-sight operations
in the presence of occlusions [59]. Various safety, fuel effi-
ciency, and infotainment-related applications require cars
to exchange their sensing information with other vehicles
in their surrounding. For example, sharing raw or partially
processed sensor data (e.g., LiDAR feed) with other vehicles
can enable them to enhance their sensing range. It can help a
vehicle create a “see-through” or “bird’s eye” view of the en-
vironment. However, this necessitates high-capacity connec-
tivity, surpassing current standards (e.g., 802.11p/DSRC [1],
V2V LTE [15]). 3GPP 5GNR V2X [4] envisions applications
like platooning, extended sensors, advanced driving, and
remote driving, requiring data rates exceeding 1 Gbps. Al-
though 802.11ax can provide high data rates, it requires wider
bonded channels and/or more MIMO streams. However,
achieving dynamic channel bonding and large spatial multi-
plexing gains in high mobility is extremely challenging [21].
Furthermore, the spatial reuse decreases with 802.11ax due
to omnidirectional transmission and interference, resulting
in higher latencies and packet collisions. Relaying traffic
through nearby base stations can increase the latency to
tens of milliseconds [53] which is not acceptable for real-
time safety-critical vehicular applications. On the other hand,
millimeter-wave (mmWave) V2V links offer multi-gigabit
data rates, making it possible to realize a range of connected
and autonomous vehicle applications.
A major challenge arises from V2V mmWave links’ high

fragility due to frequent blockages. Our characterization re-
veals that mmWave channels encounter repeated blockages
from other vehicles, even when transceivers are rooftop-
mounted. This is due to significant diversity in vehicle heights
ranging from 3.5 ft to 6.5 ft for different types of passenger
cars [55] and up to 13 ft for buses and trucks. Even when con-
sidering urban traffic with a majority of passenger vehicles
and infrequent buses, mmWave links between vehicles are
frequently blocked and the blockage durations can be much
longer (in orders of seconds) depending on traffic density.
This is different from V2I channels (characterized in [76]
and [51]) where placing the base stations (BS) at a height on
roadside units or a nearby building is shown to achieve much
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fewer blockages. We also find that V2V channels can ben-
efit significantly from reflections available through nearby
buildings and infrastructure, especially in urban settings.
However, leveraging these reflections in the presence of con-
stant fast mobility and prolonged blockages (i.e., long NLoS
durations but short beam coherence durations) requires fre-
quent beam searching to maintain connectivity and to ensure
reliable and real-time sensor data transfer between vehicles.
While there is a plethora of prior work [16, 18, 42, 66] in

using out-of-band information (such as camera and LiDAR)
for improving mmWave beamforming, these works are lim-
ited to V2I scenarios and require cameras or LiDAR sensors
to be deployed in the environment or on BSs. Another prior
work [80] performs indoor LiDAR scanning to develop re-
flection profiles for zero-short beamforming. Extending this
work to outdoor scenarios is not straightforward as it would
require large-scale LiDAR profiling of the environment and
publicly available LiDAR datasets [19, 22, 44, 69] are limited
to terrain mapping and few urban locations. Sharing vehi-
cle location information over an out-of-band channel such
as DSRC as proposed in [26] is also not sufficient as they
do not help mmWave transceivers to profile environmental
reflectors such as buildings. Hence, there is clearly a need
for a novel, practical solution that can enable reliable V2V
mmWave connectivity with low beamforming overhead.

In this paper, we ask the following question: can we lever-
age widely available street view images for improving the
mmWave connectivity between vehicles? We claim that
street view (SV) images could be an important yet unexplored
solution to performing fast recovery from V2V blockages.
There are various benefits of using SV images. They are read-
ily available from a range of different map providers includ-
ing Google [8] and Microsoft Bing [11]. They are fairly up-to-
date especially for urban areas with dense traffic [10]. And
most importantly, these images are collected at reasonably
high resolution (e.g., 16384 × 8192) so that they can be used
for performing various image recognition tasks [74, 75, 81].
The main idea of our work is to design a system (referred to
as mmSV) that is capable of leveraging existing SV images
to create 3D reflection maps through material identifica-
tion. These maps can then be utilized by vehicles to perform
efficient raytracing and low-overhead beamsearching in real-
time. As a result of this process, vehicles are able to identify
high-SNR beams for communication and achieve uninter-
rupted high data rates and low latency. Developing mmSV
requires us to address multiple challenges. We describe these
challenges and our solution approach next.
Challenge 1. Given the SV images, how can we create 3D
reflection maps that can be useful to predict mmWave reflec-
tion? The SV images provide a detailed view of the surround-
ing buildings and other infrastructure that are made up of a
diverse set of materials such as concrete, metal, glass, wood,

stucco, vinyl, etc. As known from prior mmWave measure-
ments [47, 48], these materials have different permittivity
and reflect the mmWave signals differently.

To address this challenge, we develop a material segmen-
tation and identification model that can classify the material
patches in SV images. We find that there is no publicly avail-
able dataset for outdoor construction materials. Therefore,
we develop our own large dataset with over 1200 SV images
and 160𝐾 material patches with careful manual labeling. The
dataset is employed for material segmentation and subse-
quent dynamic object removal to extract 2D material maps.
These maps are then projected on 3D building structures for
creating a 3D material reflection map that can then be used
by vehicles to identify potential mmWave reflections.
Challenge 2. How can a vehicle use the 3D material maps
to communicate over mmWave efficiently and reliably with
another vehicle in urban settings? A transmit (Tx) vehicle can
fetch the 3D material map based on its location to identify
and localize reflectors of different materials around it, but
how can it know which mmWave paths are available, their
SNR and angle of departure (AoD), andwhich transmit beams
to use to realize those paths?

mmSV develops an environment-driven hierarchical ray-
tracing method that operates in two stages. In the first stage,
it utilizes “raytubes” (a few carefully chosen rays) aimed
at object walls, pinpointing surfaces with high-probability
reflection. In the second stage, uniform shoot and bounce
raytracing is performed on the first stage’s reflective surfaces.
Incorporating material type and reflectivity data enables real-
time mmWave path and AoD calculations. mmSV then uses
restricted beamsearching to check the availability of these
paths and their signal strength before identifying the beam
that can provide high SNR to the receiver. mmSV also per-
forms implicit localization of Rx vehicles from Tx using the
channel measurements of restricted beamsearching, elimi-
nating the need for out-of-band communication completely.
Summary of evaluation. We evaluate mmSV using our
60 GHz mmWave testbed with software radios and 802.11ad
access points mounted over vehicles and carts. We perform
mmWave experiments on two road segments with vehicles
at over 260 separate locations to evaluate mmWave chan-
nel predictions based on 3D material maps. We summarize
the evaluation results as follows: (1) Our material identifi-
cation shows that mmSV can identify the material with a
mean accuracy of 90.62% for patch material classification
and 86.7% for full scene material segmentation. This includes
11 commonly found SV materials such as brick, stucco, vinyl,
stone, and glass. Our 3D material map generation model is
shown to be robust and generalizable as it is trained on a
large number of urban SV images and tested on a completely
different set of SV images in different urban areas (randomly
chosen across the United States). (2) We find that mmWave
paths predicted from 3D material maps created through SV
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Fig. 1: (a) Two road segments of NY and SF used in our mmWave channel characterization along with different
traffic density, (b) NLoS durations between two vehicles at different traffic density, (c) beam coherence duration,
and (d) beamforming overhead and percentage reflections from buildings for two road segments.
images can correctly predict 93.2% of mmWave paths with a
mean distance (from Tx to Rx via reflector) error of 1.26𝑚
and mean azimuth angle error of 3.53◦. We also find that
the mean predicted reflection loss error is 1.75 dB in all four
segments. (3) Our environment-driven raytracing remark-
able speed up (99× compared to the conventional shoot and
bounce method) with the use of 3D material maps, making it
possible to perform the process in real-time for the vehicles.
(4) Our end-to-end evaluation shows that the SNR difference
of the beam found using our 3D material map compared
to the highest-SNR beam is less than 1 dB. mmSV achieves
this SNR difference by probing only 6 beams on average out
of 64 beams used in exhaustive beam scanning. (5) Lastly,
mmSV achieves mean link-layer throughput of 810 Mbps
and latency of 0.17𝑚𝑠 compared to 309 Mbps and latency of
1.32𝑚𝑠 using default 802.11ad protocol.
Contributions. The contributions of the paper can be
summarized as follows:
• mmSV presents a first-of-its-kind material identification
model for SV images with the application in wireless propa-
gation modeling.
• mmSV designs an end-to-end solution for mmWave V2V
communication including 3D material map design, low-cost
environment-driven raytracing, and restricted beamsearch-
ing to maintain high-SNR mmWave connectivity.
• We extensively evaluate mmSV using real SV images and
mmWave testbed to demonstrate the feasibility of the system
and its efficacy over conventional mmWave protocols used
in the V2V context.
2 Motivation
We first characterize LoS/NLoS durations along with beam
coherence durations for typical urban V2V channels. We
pick two road segments (2.45 miles of Madison Avenue in
New York and 2.12 miles of Market Street in San Francisco as
shown in Fig. 1a) for the purpose. To capture realistic traffic
patterns, we use the traffic reports provided by the Depart-
ment of Transportation for NY [9] and SF [7] on both road
segments and calculate the traffic density. These resources
offer the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) for the road
segments which is the total volume of vehicle traffic on a
highway/road for a year divided by 365 days.

We categorize the traffic densities into two categories:
high (900 vehicles per hour) and moderate (600 vehicles per
hour). We then use these traffic densities to simulate realistic
vehicle trajectories on the same road segments (number of
lanes, intersections, etc.) in SUMO [52], a state-of-the-art
traffic simulator. We then use these traffic density values and
simulate realistic vehicle trajectories for the same road lay-
outs using the SUMO traffic simulator [52]. We also use the
OSM (Open Street Map [56]) data for the two road segments
and export their 3D profile (building structures, maps, road
layout, etc.). The 3D profile and the traffic vehicle trajectories
are then input into the Remcom Wireless InSite [3] channel
simulator for propagation estimation. We use CAD models
of sedans (average height 4.6 ft), SUVs (average height 5.9 ft),
and buses (average height 13 ft) in Remcom Wireless InSite.
Based on a percentage of vehicles on the road reported to be
SUVs (9% [23]) and trucks/buses (15% [7, 9]), we set the total
number of SUVs and buses to 24% of cars in our simulation.
We equip different pairs of vehicles with mmWave radios
and 64-element phased array antennas. As these pairs act as
transmitters (Tx) and receivers (Rx), their LoS paths can be
blocked by other vehicles taller than them, and NLoS paths
are enabled through buildings and other nearby reflectors
(e.g., metal road signs). For each segment, we simulate over
2000 instances (snapshots) where each instance corresponds
to different locations of vehicles on the road segment includ-
ing the Tx and Rx vehicles. Depending on their location, the
Tx and Rx vehicles are surrounded by different other vehicles
and buildings on the road segment, changing the mmWave
blockages and reflections.
NLoS durations. Fig. 1b shows the NLoS duration which
is the duration between two consecutive instances where
the LoS path is available between the two vehicles. We ob-
serve that the vehicles have to rely on NLoS paths for long
durations due to blockages and vehicle mobility. Also, as
the vehicle density increases, the probability of longer NLoS
durations also increases. This is due to more blockages from
other vehicles along with reduced vehicle mobility as the
traffic increases within a constrained physical space of the
road segment. Over 60% of NLoS durations are found to
be longer than 1𝑠 for moderate density while the number
increases to 85% for high density.
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Fig. 2: Overview of mmSV
Beam coherence and BF overhead. Fig. 1c shows the
beam coherence durations for two road segments where
a beam coherence duration is defined as the duration for
which the transmitter and receiver mmWave vehicles have
the same best (highest SNR) beam pair. If the beam coher-
ence durations are short, the two endpoints require frequent
beamsearching, incurring high overhead. We observe from
Fig. 1c that beam coherence durations are much shorter (less
than 1 second 80% of the time) for both road segments. This
shows that mmWave V2V channels in urban environments
not only result in long NLoS durations (Fig. 1b), the beams
have to be continuously adapted due to mobility, in turn
significantly increasing the beamforming overhead. Fig 1d
shows the beamsearching overhead defined as the percent-
age of time spent on beamsearching within every NLOS time
window. In order to calculate this time, we consider the total
time spent on Sector Level Sweep (SLS) and the SSW feed-
back duration. We find the beamforming overhead (based
on 802.11ad) to be 24% on average (Fig. 1d) for the two road
segments due to continuous beam adaptation in the presence
of high mobility and blockages.
Type of reflectors. Further analyzing the beamsearching
results, we find that stationary ambient reflectors such as
the buildings and other objects around the road play a major
role in providing NLoS paths compared to dynamic reflectors
such as other cars. Although other vehicles (beingmetal body
objects) provide reflections, such reflections are short-lived
(less than 50𝑚𝑠 95% of the time) due to their own mobility.
On the other hand, buildings are available for reflection for
longer durations in most urban environments. As shown in
Fig. 1d, 94.7% of reflections on average in both road segments
were from buildings while the remaining 5.3% were from
other vehicles. This shows that identifying, localizing, and
determining the reflectivity of stationary ambient reflectors
such as buildings could be critically helpful in improving link
connectivity while ensuring low beamforming overhead.
3 System Overview
Fig. 2 shows the overview of mmSV which consists of an
offline material identification part and an online restricted
beamsearching part. In the offline phase, material segmen-
tation and identification are performed on SV images. This
process includes over-segmentation and removal of dynamic
objects (such as cars, people, etc.) from SV images that are not

part of the stationary infrastructure (buildings, etc.). The ma-
terial identificationmodel is trained using our street viewma-
terial (SVM) dataset. The output of the model is 2D material
images translated from SV images which are then combined
with 3D open street maps (OSM). The OSM maps include
information such as the height and shape of the buildings
that are used for projecting the 2D material images on 3D
surfaces and creating 3D material maps. These 3D material
maps can be prepared offline to be used by the vehicles while
communicating over mmWave.

During the online phase, a Tx vehicle can leverage the 3D
material maps (downloaded/preloaded) based on its location
to perform raytracing.mmSV’s environment-driven raytrac-
ing reduces the raytracing overhead by focusing the rays on
surfaces of interest with reflecting materials based on our 3D
material maps. The AoD ranges calculated from raytracing
are then used to determine a small subset of beams that can
be probed by the Tx vehicle to find a high-SNR beam to the
Rx vehicle. The Tx vehicle also performs mmWave channel
measurements and uses that to localize the Rx vehicle with
the help of 3D material maps even when the LoS path is
blocked, eliminating the need for any out-of-band communi-
cation. The estimated Rx location is then adapted in the next
beamsearching time instance for performing environment-
driven raytracing and restricted beamsearching. This way,
mmSV creates an end-to-end V2V mmWave communication
system that leverages the 3D material maps at every step.
4 3D Material Maps
4.1 Material Segmentation and Identification
mmSV’s material segmentation and identification consists of
three modules as shown in Fig. 2: (1) Material identification,
(2) Over-segmentation, and (3) dynamic object removal.
4.1.1 Material Identification Given a pixel in an SV
image, the main goal of this step is to determine the proba-
bility that the pixel belongs to a specific material category.
At the core of this prediction module is a patch classifier that
classifies the pixel at the center of the patch into a material
category. The image classification models like GoogLeNet
[72] take images as input and output a class and are not
directly applicable to our purpose. Our material dataset re-
quires a patch-based segmentation model and segmentation
models such as [41] that rely on polygon annotation are not
suitable for our dataset. Instead, our machine learning model
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is adapted from GoogLeNet [72] for the purpose of mate-
rial identification. While other well-known models such as
Resnet [37] and AlexNet [45] can be used for the purpose,
the stride at each layer results in a prediction every 224 pix-
els in Resnet which is sparse for our material identification
purpose. We modify the GoogLeNet model to get the pre-
dictions every 16 pixels. GoogLeNet introduces an inception
module that uses a combination of filters with different sizes
(1 × 1, 3 × 3, and 5 × 5) with less computational cost (10×
lower cost) than previous architectures like AlexNet. This
feature eases the ability to define a deeper structure with
minimum accuracy sacrifice. The structure consists of multi-
ple inception modules stacked together. To classify all pixels
of an SV image, we convert the model to a sliding window
model by replacing the last fully connected layer with a con-
volutional layer to densely classify a grid across the image.
This results in a fully convolutional network that can classify
images of any size. This convolutional structure results in a
pixel probability map that can be used in the next steps. The
weights of the network remain unchanged in our model and
the stride of each layer controls the density of the output
prediction. We use dense Conditional Random Field (CRF)
[43] to predict labels for every pixel. CRF uses energy

𝐸 (𝑥 |𝐼 ) =
∑︁
𝑖

𝜓𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ) +
∑︁
𝑖< 𝑗

𝜓𝑖 𝑗 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥 𝑗 ) (1)

where 𝜓𝑖 is the unary energy (negative log of the aggre-
gated softmax probabilities 𝑝𝑖 ) and 𝜓𝑖 𝑗 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥 𝑗 ) = 𝑤𝑝𝜎 (𝑥𝑖 ≠
𝑥 𝑗 )𝑘 (𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑗 ) is the pairwise term that connects every pair
of pixels (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥 𝑗 ) in the image. We use a single pairwise term
with a Potts label compatibility term 𝜎 weighted by𝑤𝑝 and
unit Gaussian kernel 𝑘 . For a feature 𝑓𝑖 , we convert the RGB
image to 𝐿∗𝑎∗𝑏∗ color space and use color (𝐼𝐿𝑖 , 𝐼

𝑎
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sition (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦) as pairwise features for each pixel, yielding
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], where 𝑑 is the smaller image

dimension and \ values are the CRF model parameters.
4.1.2 Street View Material (SVM) Dataset Although
the problem of material identification has been studied in
the context of the indoor and outdoor environment in prior
works such as [20, 67], the datasets used in these works are
not directly useful in mmSV. This is because prior datasets
such as the MINC dataset [20] include a range of materials
such as food, carpet, hair, etc. that are not useful for SV
images. Similarly, these datasets lack various materials such
as vinyl and stucco that are commonly used construction
materials [24] found in outdoor building images.

Material # of patches Material # of patches
Asphalt 47013 Stone 5365
Sky 48214 Metal 4234

Foliage 15879 Tile 4152
Vinyl 6562 Wood 3356
Stucco 5894 Polished

Stone 2920Brick 5774
Glass/mirror 8060 Ceramic 2500
Table 1: Number of patches in our SVM dataset

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4: Material identification process: (a) original SV
image, (b) material classification with sloppy bound-
aries, (c) superpixels, (d) output of over-segmentation,
(e) dynamic object masks, (f) final predicted material
SV image with dynamic objects removed.
To address this challenge, we develop the SVM dataset

using 1200 street view images (1000 for training, 200 for
evaluation) collected from various online SV image platforms
such as Google Street View [8] and Bingmaps [11]. The street
view images are selected randomly from urban areas such as
New York, San Francisco, and Chicago. We manually label
the patches of size 256× 256 in these images to create a total
of 132, 423 new patches in the SVM dataset. We annotate the
street view images in two ways. First, we manually identify
segments that are carefully drawn polygons containing the
same material. Second, we also identify clicks which are
single points in an image with their corresponding material
label. Examples of new extracted patches are shown in Fig. 3.
The dataset includes 13 material categories found in these
images as listed in Table 1. For materials that are already
included in the indoor material MINC dataset, we augment
our dataset with its patches to further improve the amount
of data. Overall, we include 17.3% patches for some of the
materials already included in the MINC-2500 dataset. To the
best of our knowledge, the SVM dataset is a first-of-its-kind
material dataset for SV images and the dataset can be useful
for a range of applications in wireless research including
channel estimation, propagation modeling, etc.
SVM Material Classification. In order to reduce the
processing time, our model uses SV images that are cropped
from the top and bottom. We find that the top 25% of all SV
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images used in our study do not have any objects (i.e., sky)
and cannot be used for reflection. Similarly, the bottom 25%
of the images are asphalt. While prior works [82] have shown
the possibility of ground reflection, these reflections are not
feasible in presence of a blocking vehicle. This means that
mmSV limits the SV images using −45◦ to +45◦ elevation
angles from the LoS ray connecting the Tx and Rx.

In order to further increase the density of the output pre-
dictions, we perform grid prediction at three different scales
(𝑑/

√
2, 𝑑 and 𝑑

√
2 where 𝑑 is the smaller dimension of the

image). We then upsample the output maps using bilinear
interpolation and average the three predictions. Since the
dense CRF is computationally expensive, we upsample the
output to a fixed size of 360 × 1440. Since the FoV of SV im-
ages covers 360◦ horizontally and 90◦ vertically, dividing the
width and height of the CRF output by these angles results
in 4 × 4 pixel prediction for each angle in the image.
4.1.3 Over-segmentation Although the above mate-
rial identification does yield an approximate segmentation,
it has two issues: (i) pixel misclassification causes noise in
the output material map and (ii) as reported in previous
works [20], the output shows sloppy boundaries when the
model is trained on clicks which are single points in an image
with their corresponding material label. Even though our
model is trained on patches extracted from both segments
and clicks, it encounters the same issue (Fig. 4b). The idea
of over-segmentation is to partition the image into pixel
groups such that the pixels in the same group share com-
mon characteristics, leading to a prediction of them having
the same material as a group. The process removes outliers
(a small number of pixels misclassified within otherwise
correctly classified pixels). We leverage the idea of image
segmentation from [31] to detect superpixels for the purpose
of over-segmentation. Here, a superpixel is a group of pixels
that belong to the same surface in an image and are assumed
to correspond to the same material. We use a greedy algo-
rithm presented in [31] to obtain the superpixels. We note
that while the superpixel detection is performed using an
existing method, its integration and application for pixel-by-
pixel material classification is novel and unique to our work.
An example of extracted superpixels is shown in Fig. 4c, and
Fig. 4d shows the result of applying the over-segmentation.
4.1.4 Dynamic Objects Removal The street view im-
ages usually contain dynamic objects such as vehicles, hu-
mans, etc. We remove these objects from the images to only
retain stationary objects such as buildings, etc. We use an
existing model DeeplabV3 [25] to perform semantic segmen-
tation on the SV images. The model is pre-trained using the
cityscapes dataset [27]. The model detects the pixels associ-
ated with dynamic objects (shown in Fig. 4e). The detected
pixels result in a mask that we use as the areas to be removed
from the material identification results of the previous step.
We use the method in [73] to remove the objects. Fig. 4f

(a)

(b)

Street View Image 
Location Material of vertex on sphere

(brick) assigned to intersection

Partial sphere of material SV image

Fig. 5: (a) Projection of material map on 3D buildings,
(b) Example of final generated 3D material map.

shows the results of this method with dynamic objects re-
moved from the SV images.
4.2 Creating 3D Material Map
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has demon-
strated creating a 3D material map using publicly available
maps and SV images. To create 3D material maps, mmSV
combines the results of material identification with 3D build-
ing geometries available from OpenStreetMap [56]. The pro-
cess involves two steps.
(1) Material projection and point cloud creation. The
first step is to combine the image data with 3D shapes of the
buildings to project the material prediction pixels onto the
3D building surfaces and find the location of each pixel in
3D space to create a point cloud. In order to do this, given
a material image, we form a partial sphere (partial because
the material identification only covers 90◦ elevation) with a
fixed radius as the initial position of material image pixels
(shown in Fig 5a). Now, a ray emitting from the origin of
the SV image to a pixel in the SV image sphere is calculated
and the intersection of the ray with a surface of a building
is determined. The intersection point is assigned the same
material as the pixel in the material SV image sphere. The
process is repeated for all pixels in the material SV image
and for all SV images of the road segment to create a point
cloud of the building surface with materials.
(2) Plane detection and final 3D material model gen-
eration. The final step is to convert the point cloud to
its corresponding surfaces and create a unified 3D material
model of the road segment that can be used for ray tracing.
Given the material point cloud from the previous step, we
run the RANSAC [32] algorithm to find the surfaces (planes)
that fit each part of the point cloud. Each surface is then split
into square faces of size 10 𝑐𝑚× 10 𝑐𝑚. Based on the material
identification result for each point, we assign the material
of the face to be the one that is most commonly predicted
for points in that face. Finally, we merge the neighboring
faces with the same material to create surfaces through an
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Fig. 6: Environment-driven raytracing: (a) initiated and reflected ray tubes, (b) SBR within ray tube of interest
towards a wall with material faces, (c) tree data structure used for modeling our environment
iterative process. An example of the final 3D material map
generated through the process is shown in Fig. 5b.
5 V2V Comm. using 3D Material Maps
Given the 3D material map of a given set of locations or a
road segment, we now address two outstanding questions:
(1) How can a Tx vehicle leverage the 3D material map to
determine the available mmWave paths to the Rx vehicle?
We develop an environment-driven raytracing process
that focuses the rays based on the 3D material maps to effi-
ciently and accurately determine the AoD of mmWave paths.
(2) How can the Tx vehicle select a small subset of beams
to probe such that a high-SNR beam to the Rx vehicle can
be found? We devise a restricted beamsearching method
that uses the raytracing output to maintain uninterrupted
connectivity with the Rx vehicle by finding a high-SNR beam.
5.1 Environment-driven Raytracing
A commonly used method for determining signal propaga-
tion paths is shoot-and-bounce raytracing (SBR [50]). In SBR,
rays are launched from the Tx in all directions with uni-
form ray density. The rays can then be traced in space and
their behavior (reflection, diffraction, scattering, etc.) can be
determined when they interact with different environment
objects. A key drawback of SBR is that although it launches
rays in all directions, it is possible that only a small subset of
rays actually contribute to the received signal at the receiver.
This is because SBR in its basic form is oblivious to the en-
vironment and presence of objects. This is the limitation
that mmSV tries to remove as it has detailed information
about the environment. We develop an environment-driven
raytracing whose basic idea is to launch rays towards envi-
ronment objects such that there is a higher probability of
them contributing to the received signal strength at the Rx.

mmSV incorporates the 3D material map into the raytrac-
ing by developing a two-phase hierarchical raytracing pro-
cess. In the first phase, it performs macro-scale path-tracing
using frustum raytracing. The purpose of this phase is to find
objects that can have a high contribution to the received sig-
nal if rays are reflected from them (i.e., objects and surfaces
that can provide a reflected path with a high probability). In
this phase, mmSV considers walls as primitives as shown in
Fig. 6a (a plane with two triangles without considering the
material) and shoots ray tubes towards the walls. Ray tubes
are pyramids whose apexes correspond with the location of
the Tx antenna and their base face coincides with one of the
walls as shown in Fig 6a. The main benefit of this approach is
the fact that mmSV only shoots a limited number of rays in

specific directions (toward the walls) and only needs to trace
the corners of the tubes which reduces the search space and
the processing time. In the second phase, given the ray tubes
from reflecting walls from the first phase, SBR is performed
with uniform ray density only within those ray tubes. This
phase considers the faces of different materials within the
selected walls, uses them to determine the reflection loss,
and ultimately identify the mmWave paths, their AoD, and
RSS. Phase 1 of ray tracing follows the following steps.
Step 1. Launch the initial set of ray tubes from the Tx
toward the four corners of planes (walls) as shown in Fig. 6a.
Step 2. Determine if the ray tube intersects with the corre-
sponding wall. The intersection is calculated between each
ray of the ray tube and the wall edges. To determine if a
ray and edge intersect, we use the Plücker coordinate rep-
resentation [58]. Plücker coordinates specify rays in three-
dimensional space using six-dimensional vectors. Given a
ray 𝑟 with its origin point 𝑃 and direction 𝐿, its Plücker coor-
dinates are given by: 𝜋𝑟 = {𝐿 : 𝐿×𝑃} = {𝑈𝑟 : 𝑉𝑟 } One feature
of Plücker coordinates is that given two rays 𝑟 and 𝑠 , the per-
muted inner product represented by 𝜋𝑟 ⊙𝜋𝑠 = 𝑈𝑟 ·𝑉𝑠 +𝑈𝑠 ·𝑉𝑟
specifies their relative orientation. In general, if 𝜋𝑟 ⊙ 𝜋𝑠 > 0,
𝑠 goes counterclockwise around 𝑟 . If 𝜋𝑟 ⊙ 𝜋𝑠 < 0, 𝑠 goes
clockwise around 𝑟 , and if 𝜋𝑟 ⊙ 𝜋𝑠 = 0, 𝑠 intersects or is
parallel to 𝑟 . This process of using Plücker coordinates to
determine intersection is repeated for all edges of the wall
and all rays of a ray tube. This determines if the ray tube
completely intersects, partially intersects, or misses the wall.
Step 3. If there is an intersection, generate a reflected ray
tube based on the intersection state. If there is a complete
intersection, the reflected ray tube can be calculated using
the wall’s normal and angle of incidence. For a ray tube
with four corners, if 𝑟 is a corner ray, this can be done by
calculating 𝑟 𝑓 = 𝑟 − 2(𝑟 .𝑛)𝑛 where 𝑟 𝑓 is the reflected corner
ray of 𝑟 , and 𝑛 is the normal of the wall. Fig. 6a shows a
reflected ray tube. If the ray tube partially intersects the wall,
it is clipped and only the parts of the ray tube that impinge
the wall will be used to calculate the reflected ray tube.
Step 4. If there is no intersection, check if the Rx is within
the reflected ray tube. If yes, add the initial wall to setW. If
no, discard the ray tube.
Step 5. Repeat Steps 2-4 for each initial ray tube until the
maximum number of bounces has been reached.

The result of Phase 1 is setW which is a set of walls that
can provide reflections and will be used along with SBR in
Phase 2. In Phase 2, the Tx initiates an SBR with a uniform
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density only for walls in W (Fig. 6b). As shown in Fig. 6c,
each wall inW is divided into faces where each face has a
material. The SBR results in a set of paths 𝑃 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2, ...}
where each 𝑝𝑖 includes the angle of departure (𝜙𝑖 , \𝑖 ), dis-
tance 𝑑𝑖 and the faces 𝐹𝑖 = {𝑓1, 𝑓2, ...} it goes through to
reach the receiver. Each 𝑓𝑗 = {𝐴𝑜𝐼 𝑗 ,𝑚 𝑗 } where 𝐴𝑜𝐼 𝑗 and
𝑚 𝑗 are the corresponding angles of incident and material
for that face. The RSS of each path 𝑝𝑖 can be calculated as
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑖 = 𝑃𝑇 − 𝐿𝑃 (𝑑𝑖 ) − Σ𝑛𝑗=1𝐿𝑅 (𝑓𝑗 ) where 𝑃𝑇 is the transmit
power, 𝐿𝑃 is the free space path loss, and 𝐿𝑅 is the reflec-
tion loss for faces 𝑓𝑗 . 𝐿𝑅 depends on the complex material
permittivity and signal incident angle. 60 GHz mmWave
reflection loss for various materials has been extensively
studied in [47, 48]. We validate the measurement results us-
ing our mmWave testbed as well for 50 different locations
across a university campus (we do not include this result due
to space limitation). These reflection loss values for mate-
rial and angle are stored as a lookup table that we refer to
calculate the RSS for each path.
5.2 Restricted Beamsearching
If the Tx vehicle knows the AoD of mmWave paths estimated
from the environment-driven raytracing, it can use them to
directly determine the corresponding Tx beams(s) to use.
However, such as zero-shot beamforming is not feasible in
our scenario due to two reasons. First, the LoS path and
the reflected paths determined from 3D material maps can
be blocked by dynamic objects in real-time. This includes
blockages from objects like other vehicles or pedestrians.
Second, the AoDs calculated from the 3D material maps
can have errors. This can be due to the inaccuracy in OSM
building information and street view images as well as Tx
and Rx location errors. Due to these reasons, we propose
to employ restricted beamsearching (instead of zero-shot
beamforming) that searches a small subset of beams that
have high gain in the direction of estimated paths.
5.2.1 Determining beams to probe Tx should account
for three sources of errors: (i) its own GPS location error, (ii)
material map error due to inaccuracies in OSM 3D maps, and
(iii) error in calculated Rx location. We use prior empirically
known values [36, 49] for the first two and our measured
mean prediction error for Rx location to calculate the AoD
ranges that can then be used for beam selection. Using the
range of AoDs determined, mmSV selects a subset of beams
that can cover those angles. Specifically, a beam that achieves
the highest gain for any angle within a given AoD range
is added to that path’s subset of beams to be probed. This
subset of beams is then probed by the Tx vehicle to determine
any dynamic blockages and the best beam (highest SNR) is
chosen for communication.
5.2.2 Integrated Restricted Beamsearching and Lo-
calization using 3D Maps Our environment-driven ray
tracing described above assumed that the Tx vehicle knows

the location of the Rx vehicle. Since we are primarily inter-
ested in Tx beamforming, the Tx needs to know the relative
Rx location. While it is possible for the Rx vehicle to share its
GPS location, such communication requires an out-of-band
channel (e.g., sub-6 GHz) which is not always feasible in
practice. Hence,mmSV relies on in-band mmWave-based lo-
calization that leverages our previously developed 3D maps
while building on restricted ray tracing and beamsearching.

Given the inter-dependency between Rx localization and
environment-driven restricted beamsearching (beamsearch-
ing and raytracing require Rx location while Rx localization
itself is estimated using restricted beamsearching based chan-
nel measurements), mmSV develops an integrated process
for both where the Rx localization is performed after each
restricted beamforming. The restricted beamforming can be
triggered every time instance whenever there is a change in
SNR for the current beam. The SNR change can be a result
of Rx mobility relative to Tx or blockage (e.g., by another
vehicle) of their current mmWave path. A new beam needs
to be determined in both cases through the use of restricted
beamsearching.
Step 1: AoD range estimation through environment-
driven raytracing. At each time step 𝑡𝑛 , Tx uses its own
location (available throughGPS) and Rx location known from
the previous time step 𝑡𝑛−1. Here, the time steps refer to con-
secutive time instances when Tx performs beamsearching.
Tx uses the environment-driven raytracing process discussed
in Sec. 5.1 to determine the AoD ranges from Tx to Rx.
Step 2: Restricted beamsearching and CIR measure-
ments. Based on the AoD ranges estimated in the previous
step, Tx identifies the beams with the highest gains in those
directions using the process discussed in Sec. 5.2. Tx probes
this subset of beams and identifies the one with the highest
SNR for communication with Rx at time 𝑡𝑛 . It also collects
the CIR measurements and calculates the power delay profile
(PDP) for each probed beam for Rx localization. The PDP
can be extracted from the Short Training Field (STF) and
Channel Estimation Field (CEF) at the beginning of each
802.11ad frame. We use the method in [30] to extract the
PDP for each beam. The CIR and PDP measurements are fed
back to the Tx from Rx and the feedback is counted towards
the beamforming overhead calculation.
Step 3: Rx localization. The Tx separately estimates the
location of Rx using different path directions by correlating
the corresponding path amplitude with the beam patterns.
We follow the approach presented in [57]. Themain idea here
is to probe a set of beams and then correlate the beam gain
pattern for each beam with the measured SNR response of
that beam to identify the AoD. The AoD then combined with
the ToF measurement can be used to localize the Rx. A key
difference here is that [57] approach probed all beams while
mmSV only probes a small subset of beams. However, these
small subsets of beams are selected based on the estimated
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Material AlexNet mmSV Material AlexNet mmSV
Asphalt 99.9 99.9 Stone 74.8 83.6
Sky 99.8 99.8 Metal 69.6 85.1

Foliage 97.7 97.9 Tile 71.8 86.5
Vinyl 97.3 99.5 Wood 74.4 83.9
Stucco 96.9 98.3 Polished

Stone 70.2 81.5Brick 87.2 92.2
Glass 83.1 87 Ceramic 76.8 82.8

Mean class accuracy AlexNet: 84.57 mmSV: 90.62
Table 2: Material classification accuracy (%)

AoDs, yielding a comparable performance. Also, localization
in [57] is limited to the LoS path, but with the help of 3D
material maps, we are able to extend the same approach
to NLoS paths as well. For the distance measurement, we
use the Fine Time Measurement (FTM) ranging procedure
described in IEEE 802.11mc [2] to get ToF measurement from
FTM-capable 802.11ad devices in our testbed. We assume
TX and RX are not aware of each other’s location at the
initial timestep and they perform exhaustive 802.11ad-type
beamforming in the first step to determine it. This is only
needed during the first timestep.

After independently estimating the Rx location using each
available path (LoS or NLoS), mmSV calculates a geometric
median of all estimated locations using Weiszfeld’s algo-
rithm [79] as the predicted Rx location. The Rx location esti-
mated at time 𝑡𝑛 will now be used at the next beamsearching
at 𝑡𝑛+1 starting from Step 1 above.
6 Evaluation
We evaluate mmSV in two parts. First, we understand the
performance of our street view material identification mod-
ule using our SVM dataset and a number of additional street
view images. Second, we use our 60 GHz mmWave software
radio testbed along with 802.11ad commercial devices to
evaluate the reflections over generated 3D material maps,
restricted raytracing and beamsearching, and end-to-end
throughput and delay.
6.1 Street View Material Identification
6.1.1 Patch classification We compare our street view
material identification model with an existing well-known
model (AlexNet [45]). We use our SVM dataset with 160K
patches with material labels for the purpose. Here, we use
85% of the patches for training, 5% for validation, and 10% for
testing. For both models, we use stochastic gradient descent
with a batch size of 64, momentum of 0.9, an initial learning
rate of 10−2, and weight decay of 10−4. The learning rate (𝑙𝑟 )
updates as 𝑙𝑟 = 𝑙𝑟 × 0.1

𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ#−1
40 every epcoch.

As discussed in Section 4, the choice of patch scale has a
significant impact on the accuracy. If a larger scale is used,
the patch includes more context but the spatial resolution de-
creases. To determine the patch scale, we evaluate our model
with different patch scale values (6.25%, 12.5%, and 25%) and
we find that the highest accuracy is achieved at 6.25%. Our
results show that a larger patch scale only works better in
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Fig. 7: Full scene material segmentation accuracy (a)
with and w/o over-segmentation, (b) by material.
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Fig. 8: Examples of original street view images and
corresponding material images created by mmSV.

classifying materials such as glass, sky, and brick. For the
glass category, the patch is misclassified due to visible light
reflection, resulting in a mirror image of the object/material
opposite to the glass surface. The same is true when the glass
is see-through and the material behind the glass is detected
as the material instead of glass. When a larger patch scale is
used, the inclusion of the frame around the glass windows,
walls, or doors helps in better classifying them as glass as
opposed to material in reflection or behind the glass. On the
other hand, a smaller patch scale better detects materials
that have a grainy texture (e.g., concrete).
Table 2 shows the patch classification accuracy for dif-

ferent materials for our material identification model and
AlexNet. The material categories such as asphalt, sky, fo-
liage, vinyl, stucco, etc. have high accuracy since they are
more commonly found in typical street view images in urban
settings, resulting in more data in terms of their number of
patches. In contrast, materials such as wood, polished stone,
and ceramic are relatively less common. Even with such an
imbalance of the data, our model can provide a mean accu-
racy of 90.62%, significantly outperforming state-of-the-art
models such as AlexNet which achieves 84.57% accuracy.
6.1.2 Full scene material segmentation We now eval-
uate pixel-by-pixel material classification performance on
street-view images. In order to do so, we collect additional
200 street-view images to create a test and validation image
set. These images are randomly chosen from urban areas
throughout the United States. We manually annotate the
200 images using carefully drawn polygon and their mate-
rial labels. We split the image set into test (80%) and val-
idation set (20%). We evaluate 2430 combinations of CRF
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Fig. 9: (a-b) 3D material map measurements, (c-d) Measured ground truth and predicted power angular profile.

parameters (\𝑝 , \𝑎𝑏, \𝐿,𝑤𝑝 ) and over-segmentation parame-
ters (𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒, 𝜎,𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚_𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) on validation
set and find the best-performing combination to use.
Fig. 7a shows the pixel classification accuracy (number

of pixels for which the material is correctly classified or
total number of pixels) and mean material class accuracy
with and without over-segmentation. Fig. 7b shows material
class accuracy for each material. The results clearly show the
impact that over-segmentation has (improvement of 8.96%)
on material identification. Fig. 8 shows examples of how
existing street images are converted to their corresponding
material images using our model.
6.2 mmWaveNetworkingwith 3DMaterialMaps
6.2.1 Testbed and experiment setup We consider two
types of 60 GHzmmWave devices in our evaluation (Fig. 10a):
(i) a software radio system that consists of a phased-array
based RF frontend from Sivers Semiconductors [13] and
USRP as baseband processor, and (ii) Commercial off-the-
shelf 802.11ad AP from MikroTik [12]. The Sivers 60 GHz
RF frontend has two phased antenna arrays (one for sending
and the other one for receiving) with 64 antenna elements
each. We use the default codebook from Sivers with 63 beams
where the mainlobe angle of every beam is approximately
every 1.5◦ in Azimuth. We perform a separate measurement
campaign to measure the beam patterns of each beam in
the codebook. Here, we use another horn antenna based 60
GHz system (VubIQ [14]) to measure the gain of every beam
of Sivers while rotating it on a mechanical rotator. We use
Sivers+USRP as Tx and Rx for our 3D map evaluation includ-
ing power angular profile, reflection path assessment, and
loss prediction as it provides better control over beams (i.e.,
fewer sidelobes, finer granularity of angles, etc.).

Apart from the software radio system,we also useMikroTik
802.11ad AP that has three antenna array patches of 32 ele-
ments and 64 beams as Tx. Here, we use Sivers RF frontend
with an Oscilloscope (Keysight MSO9404A) to receive the
data. This setup enables us to measure the 802.11ad beacons,
beamforming frames along with PHY preambles to measure
CIR and calculate PDP and ToF, along with SNR. We use the
MikroTik Tx and Sivers+Oscilloscope Rx for restricted beam-
searching evaluation including localization and throughput.
Outdoor experiments. Weperform our evaluation through
outdoor measurements using our mmWave testbed on four
road segments on a university campus. As shown in Fig. 10b,
the four road segments are 350𝑚, 120𝑚, 167𝑚 and 85𝑚

SiversIMA RF 
front-end

USRP

Mikrotik AP

Phased 
Array 

Antenna

(a)

Road Segment 1
~350 m

Road Segment 2
~120 m

Road Segment 3
~167 m

Road Segment 4
~85 m

(b)
Fig. 10: (a) Our mmWave testbed and (b) Four road
segments used in evaluation.
long, respectively. The roads are surrounded by buildings (2-
5 floors) resembling a typical urban scenario. The buildings
include different types of materials including brick, concrete,
glass, stone, and metal. We use publicly available street view
images from Google for the four road segments.
6.2.2 3Dmaterial map In this section, we evaluate how
accurately our model reconstructs the 3D material map from
the SV images. We also evaluate what are the errors when
we use our constructed 3D material map to detect mmWave
reflection paths. In order to do these, we collect mmWave
channel data at 118 Tx-Rx location pairs in the four road
segments as shown in Fig. 9a. These channel measurements
include AoA and RSSI for different mmWave paths (LoS and
paths reflecting from buildings) for the Tx and Rx locations.
We use our Sivers software radio system to perform exhaus-
tive beam scanning on both Tx and Rx at each location to
measure all possible mmWave paths in the environment.
These measurements act as ground truth to our predicted
reflection loss based on 3D material maps. We also collect
the actual physical distance between Tx, Rx, and buildings.
Fig. 9b shows our mmWave data collection setup on tripods.
Power angular profile. For each of the road segments,
we use publicly available street view images from Google
and reconstruct their 3D material map using the process
described in Section 4. We then use our environment-driven
raytracing to identify the mmWave paths, their AoA/AoD,
and RSSI. Figs. 9c and 9d show the power angular profile for
two receive locations based on our measurements and 3D
material map-based prediction. We find thatmmSV correctly
captures the angle and RSSI for LoS and reflected paths (from
brick and glass walls in Figs. 9c and 9d). We note that when
the reflective object is not part of our 3D building material
map (e.g., a car passing by), its corresponding reflection is
not predicted by our model as expected. Fig. 9d shows such
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Fig. 11: 3D material map evaluation.

an example. We find that such reflections are short-lived as
well as they provide very small RSS.
Number of reflected paths and their material. We fur-
ther compare the ground truth and output of our environment-
driven raytracing. Fig. 11a shows the number of mmWave
paths correctly detected through our model compared to
the ground truth measurements. We find thatmmSV detects
on average 93.2% paths correctly. We find that apart from
the paths created by dynamic objects such as cars, errors in
OSM 3D building information lead to missing paths in our
prediction, especially on the edge of the buildings. In terms
of the material of the reflected paths, we find that 84.07% of
the material is detected correctly by our model.
Distance, angle and loss prediction. We now compare
the distance error which is the distance difference between
the measured distance for a signal path compared to the
predicted distance in our model. Fig. 11b shows the CDF of
distance error. We find that the mean distance error is 1.27𝑚.
Similarly, Fig. 11c shows the CDF of the angle difference
between the ground truth and predicted NLoS paths from
our raytracer. We find that the mean (azimuth) angle error
is 3.53◦. Both distance and angle errors show that our re-
constructed 3D material map closely matches reality. The
inaccuracy in OSM 3D building models is the primary source
of these errors. Lastly, Fig. 11d compares the predicted and
measured reflection loss. We find the measured reflection
loss by subtracting the distance-based path loss and Tx and
Rx antenna gains from the received power. The predicted
reflection loss is based on the predicted material and signal
incident angle. We find that the predicted loss is on average
2.74 dB, 1.88 dB, 1.66 dB and 1.14 dB lower than the ground
truth for the four road segments, respectively. The difference
is due to the complexity of the two road segments and the
materials used as well as the OSM building information error.
We note that the first and third road segments are longer
and have more diversity in terms of building materials, re-
sulting in slightly higher angle estimation errors compared
to the other two road segments. The maximum error of 6 dB
happens due to the angle prediction error in which mmSV
predicts the path to reflect from a brick wall instead of glass.
Raytracing and beamsearching time. Our environment-
driven raytracing should run in real-time to support the
beamforming. Our results on two road segments show that
compared to SBR, our method achieves a dramatic reduction

in the number of rays to trace. We find that just knowing
the presence of objects and focusing the rays on specific
walls as per probability of reflection reduces the number of
rays from ≈ 1.1𝑀 in SBR to ≈ 2.1𝐾 in mmSV (close to 99×
reduction). In terms of time, when simulating this on a quad-
core Intel CPU, mmSV takes 0.4𝑚𝑠 for its raytracing. On
the latest GPUs equipped with dedicated ray-tracing cores
with the capability to process tens of millions of rays per
second, our raytracing can be done within microseconds.
The localization method used in the work increases the CPU
utilization only by ≈ 2% on the same CPU. The average
number of beams to search at each time step in mmSV is 6
(Fig. 12d) which takes 0.17𝑚𝑠 to probe and get feedback as
per 802.11ad SSW. This means that mmSV takes on average
0.57𝑚𝑠 for raytracing and beamsearching on CPU (0.17𝑚𝑠
on GPU) which can be implemented in real-time on vehicles
even with moderate compute capabilities.
6.2.3 End-to-end evaluation on vehicle trajectories
We now evaluate how mmSV’s performance in terms of
restricted beamsearching, Rx localization, link layer through-
put, and beamforming overhead. We collect mmWave mea-
surement data at additional 81 Tx-Rx location pairs on road
segment 1. The locations are selected on both lanes of the
road to understand the impact of realistic traffic characteris-
tics such as lane changes. We use the 81 locations to create
5 vehicle trajectories. In two of the vehicle trajectories, the
vehicles use low lane changing behavior (1 lane change per
minute) while in the other three trajectories, the vehicles
exhibit high lane changing behavior (3 lane changes per
minute). Here, we use the Mikrotik 802.11ad APs as Tx and
Sivers software radios as Rx. This setup enables us to collect
CIR, PDP, ToF, and SNR as the 802.11ad AP scans different
beams depending on the scheme. Figs. 12a and 12b show our
experiment setup and 2 sample trajectories, respectively.
Restricted beamsearching. We use the above-mentioned
experiment setupwith vehicle trajectories to evaluatemmSV’s
performance in terms of predicting the correct Tx beams to
probe and localizing the Rx based on those beam measure-
ments. The subset of beams is derived based on the 3D mate-
rial maps created from street-view images and environment-
driven raytracing. We compare mmSV’s restricted beam-
searching with (i) hierarchical beamforming where Tx uti-
lizes a multi-level codebook and probes the beams with dif-
ferent beamwidths at different levels iteratively. We choose
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Fig. 12: (a) Data collection using vehicle-mounted mmWave radios (b) lane changing behavior(c) SNR difference
from the highest SNR beam for mmSV, compressive and hierarchical beamforming, (d) Number of beams to probe
to achieve a given SNR difference from the highest SNR beam, and (e) SNR difference of mmSV beamforming at
difference mean vehicle speeds.
this two-level approach as it is considered for 5G NR initial
access in [28, 33, 39, 78]. In our implementation on 802.11ad
MikroTik, the mean half-power beamwidth of the first and
second levels is 42◦ and 15◦, respectively, (ii) compressive
beamforming [68] where the Tx probes a randomly chosen
subset of beams (in the order of 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛) where 𝑛 is the num-
ber of beams) to determine the AoD and selects the beam
with the maximum gain in AoD direction, and (iii) exhaus-
tive beamsearching (as in 802.11ad) where all Tx beams are
probed to determine the best beam.
SNR. Fig. 12c shows the SNR difference CDF for mmSV,
hierarchical and compressive beamforming compared to
the best (highest SNR) beam found through the exhaustive
search. For a fair comparison, we probe an equal number
of beams for both mmSV and compressive beamsearching.
We find that the average SNR difference for mmSV is 0.96
dB. mmSV performs better than both the hierarchical and
the compressive beamsearching where the average SNR dif-
ference is observed to be 2.65 dB and 4.06 dB, respectively.
We note that hierarchical beamforming performs better than
compressive beamforming and sometimes evenmmSV. How-
ever, it suffers from misidentification of the best beam often
when the reflected paths do not have high SNR when probed
using wider beamwidth beams. Fig. 12d shows the minimum
number of beams that need to be probed by all three methods
in order to find a beam that has 1 dB and 2 dB difference
from the highest SNR beam.mmSV significantly reduces the
number of beams to search primarily due to its knowledge
of the environment and environment-driven raytracing that
directly operates on 3D material maps. On the other hand,
since initial levels of hierarchical beamforming often do not
provide the required SNR, it probes the same number of
beams in both cases to get to high-gain beams at the lowest
level. Fig. 12e shows the performance of mmSV in terms of
SNR difference for three different mean vehicle speeds (20, 40
and 60 miles per hour). We use the collected measurements
to create vehicle trajectories at different speeds and evaluate
their impact on mmSV’s beamforming. Since mmSV takes
as low as 0.17𝑚𝑠 for beamsearching, there is no conceivable
impact in real-time as the vehicle speeds increase and SNR
difference at different vehicle speeds remains comparable.
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Fig. 13: (a,b) Rx location error with one, two or random
(R) number of available paths; (c,d) Rx location error
with NLoS paths only. LLC and HLC stand for Low and
High Lane Changing, respectively.

Rx location. We now evaluate the performance of Rx
localization from Tx when it uses mmSV’s restricted beam-
searching in the presence of blockages. We compare the
performance with a state-of-the-art mmWave localization
scheme mWaveLoc proposed in [57]. mWaveLoc scans all
64 beams to measure the CIR and perform the localization.
On the contrary, mmSV only probes a subset of beams (on
average 6, max. 9) as part of the restricted beamsearching.
Figs. 13a and c show the location error for both methods. We
note that since this evaluation uses vehicle trajectories, it
includes LoS as well as NLoS paths available between the Tx
and Rx. To demonstrate the impact of blockage, we include
the results for different scenarios: (1) only one path is avail-
able (not blocked) and all remaining paths are blocked, (2)
two paths are available, and (3) a more realistic (R) scenario
where the number of available paths is random. Further-
more, Figs. 13c and d show the location error only for NLoS
situations. We find that mWaveLoc performs significantly
poorly in NLoS situations as it is primarily designed for LoS
path. On the other hand, mmSV, with its knowledge of the
environment, can distinguish between the LoS and NLoS
paths, and use the reflection path information (such as angle
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Fig. 14: Comparison of (a) link throughput and (b) link
latency including the beamforming overhead.

and distance) to better estimate the Rx. SincemmSV’s multi-
direction localization accuracy depends on the number of
available paths, we observe a decrease in accuracy when only
one path is available compared to two or more. Furthermore,
we observe a slight increase in the location error in scenarios
with high lane changing behavior due to the dependency of
mmSV’s localization on the location in the previous step.
Throughput and latency. We now evaluate the link-layer
throughput and latency overhead of beamforming for the
vehicle trajectories. We comparemmSVwith (i) compressive
beamforming, (ii) hierarchical beamforming, (iii) 802.11ad
which probes all beams, and (iv) an Oracle scheme that se-
lects the best beam without any overhead. Fig. 14a shows the
throughput comparison. The throughput is calculated for
every beacon interval (BI) over the trajectory. It is affected
by two factors: current SNR and the amount of time spent
in beamforming, both of which differ based on the scheme.
mmSV achieves a better throughput compared to compres-
sive beamsearching. This is due to two reasons. First, as
shown earlier, mmSV is able to find a beam with better SNR
due to its knowledge of the environment. Second, mmSV
does so while probing fewer beams, leaving more time for
data communication. Compared to hierarchical beamforming
which can result in misidentification of the best beam as men-
tioned earlier, the advantage mostly comes from mmSV’s
ability to select high SNR beams. While probing one sector
can take no more than 20 `𝑠 , vehicular channels require fre-
quent beamsearching due to relative mobility. In such a case,
a significant amount of time can be wasted on beamform-
ing when mmSV is not used. Fig. 14b shows the measured
link layer latency. Here, latency is calculated as the amount
of time a frame has to be buffered at the transmitter while
the link is established through beamforming. The latency
includes packet loss and the beamforming overhead, i.e., the
time taken to perform beamforming and establish a link in
the presence of vehicle mobility. The results clearly show a
reduction in latency for mmSV compared to other schemes
due to fewer beams probed to find a high-SNR beam.
7 Related Work
While a range of beamforming approaches [46] such as hi-
erarchical beamforming [17, 38, 71], compressive sensing
[54, 60–62], PDP based [70] and with co-phasing [40, 77]
have been proposed, their primary focused has been on

indoor non-vehicular channels. Performance of mmWave
networking in the vehicular environment is investigated
through experiments and simulations in [63], [51] and [76].
[51] showed that leveraging road geometry can help reduce
the beamforming overhead. Similarly, authors in [76] pro-
pose a pruned codebook to limit the selected beams to the
road geometry to achieve high coverage with low overhead.
These works focus on V2I communication where blockages
are shown to be infrequent [76]. On the other hand, we show
that V2V channels are highly dynamic with frequent block-
ages due to other vehicles. Also, limiting beam search to road
geometry is not effective in V2V as many of the reflections
are available through the surrounding environments.
Numerous studies explore out-of-band data to improve

vehicular mmWave communication. Techniques include the
use of DSRC [34], radars [16, 35], LiDAR [29], and cameras
[65] on BS, RSU, or elsewhere. [66] uses LiDAR, GPS and
camera images from each vehicle. In [64], vehicles broad-
cast GPS and type, combined with BS camera data, lowering
beamsearching overhead. Compared to mmSV, these works
require additional sensors on vehicles or base stations to
collect out-of-band information. On the other hand, mmSV
relies on already publicly available street view images and
does not require any real-time vision data collection. Re-
cently, authors in [80] proposed the use of a LIDAR sensor
for scanning the indoor environment and using it to perform
reduced overhead raytracing and mmWave beamforming. In
comparison, mmSV focuses on highly mobile V2V channels
in outdoor settings where pre-scanning the environment
using LIDAR to build a reflection profile for a large area
requires significant effort. Also, compared to SV images, pub-
licly available outdoor LIDAR datasets [19, 22, 44, 69] are
limited to few locations with terrain plan views only.
8 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we presented a first-of-its-kind V2V mmWave
system that leverages street view images to efficiently find
reflections and maintain reliable connectivity. We note that
mmSV’s performance is limited by the publicly available 3D
environment maps (e.g., OSM). The 3D OSM models lack
granularity in terms of building microstructures. However,
such detailed structure information is not available unless
exhaustive 3D depth data is collected using sensors such
as LiDARs through cumbersome efforts. Although we find
that the impact is not significant because the majority of
building reflections are limited to elevation angles around the
horizontal plane of Tx/Rx vehicle antennas, it is also possible
that the SV images can be used to detect the microstructures
and improve the reflection predictions.
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